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SAP SuccessFactors Q2 2018 Review 
 

1. EC Integration 
2. Employee Central Service Centre 

 

EC Integration 
By Stephen Hammond, HCM Solution Architect, Zalaris UK&I 
 
Integration between SuccessFactors EC and other systems is an area that has seen 
major changes in recent releases, and Q2 2018 is no exception. 
 
S/4HANA Human Resources 
Currency exchange Rates are typically maintained in a Finance system, i.e. SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud. They can now be replicated to Employee Central (EC). Please note 
that S/4HANA can handle different exchange rates for both directions (Currency A to 
Currency B, and Currency B to Currency A), while EC only stores one direction (the 
second direction is skipped). Please also note that currencies are skipped if they 
only exist in S/4HANA, but not in EC. 
 
Employee Profile, Job Profile Builder 
The Employee Central Compensation block now incorporates a table into its layout, 
with the pay components displayed in a grid. A responsive behaviour is used to 
render the grid, so if there is no space to fit a column, it will be rendered in the next 
row. This makes the compensation info more readable. 
 

 
 
There are also some minor enhancements: editing and saving now triggers on-
change action on a free text field, and some accessibility and general UI 
enhancements. 
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In Job Profile Builder, there is additional support for Job Profile Template, and fixes 
to Family and Role-Job profile syncing.  
 
Contingent Workforce 
You can now configure fields in the Emergency Contacts portlet to use them in 
Contingent Worker Wizard and Profile. Currently the following portlets/fields can be 
configured for Contingent workers: emailInfo, personInfo, personalInfo, jobInfo, 
employmentInfo, homeAddress, nationalIdCard, jobRelationsInfo, phoneInfo. This 
release now adds emergencyContactPrimary to the list. 
 

 
 
EC Suite Integration 
There is not much added in this release in the area of EC Suite Integration- only a 
couple of bug fixes in Onboarding (where the Manager field now gets populated 
when doing an onboarding rehire and the user accepts a match) and a correction so 
that PM documents are transferred when a Manager is assigned to the position. 
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EC Service Center 
There is a new permission in Role Based Permissions to restrict access to Ask HR 
and with that the usage of the EC Service Center. This could be useful for customers 
that are going live country by country and who don’t want to show the Service Center 
in all countries from the outset. 
 
EC APIs, Import, and BCUI 
A new report has been provided which allows you to extract the Audit record for 
configuration changes done via Business Configuration Manager. Customers need 
this data in order to analyse the changes and who made them. Previously this was 
done via support ticket process. This functionality will allow you to schedule a job in 
provisioning to get audit data for last 90 days and thus enable partial self-service. 
 

 
 
Some other minor enhancements are listed below: 

• There is now additional auto-syncing between the Data Model (DM) and 
the Succession Data Model (SDM). This means that if a field is deleted or 
disabled in the SDM, the change is also reflected in the appropriate DM. 

• Additional validation is now done on the number of records to be imported 
on a CSV (with a maximum of 250000 to avoid memory issues).  

• There has been a change to Compound Employee API Object Types so 
that only custom MDF objects that have their User field on the field 
externalCode can be supported - this has been done to ensure fast API 
performance.  
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• Compound Employee API Object Types are also now immutable, which 
should prevent problems during the upgrade cycle. 

 
EC/ERP Integration and Migration including Data Replication Monitor 
You can now format the value of EC fields used in organizational object replication 
from EC to the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system using generic value 
conversion. Generic value conversion provides a set of arithmetic and string 
operations that you can use in a self-defined sequence. You can, for example, 
replace the value with a string or with the value from another EC field, add 
characters, or truncate the field value.  
 

 
 
There is a new report (ECPAO_TRANSFER_FO_OBJ_TO_EC) in the ERP system 
to transfer wage types and wage type groups from ERP to EC. A generic interface 
has been created which upserts the foundation objects (currently Pay Component & 
Pay Component Group – further foundation objects will be added in later releases). 
Migration of data to EC is made easier now that warning messages from EC are 
stored and can be viewed using the ALV report ECPAO_EMPL_INVENTORY_ALV. 
A new BAdI is available that allows control of the Full Transmission Start Date 
(FTSD) for Assignments. You can override the FTSD for employees specified in the 
new BAdI. Similarly, the replication considers 'move of termination and hire date' of 
the most recent termination and hire date in BIB provided the employee has not yet 
taken part in the payroll. This allow you to handle the common use cases ‘Move of 
hire date’ and ‘Move of terminate date’ needed to ensure data consistency between 
SAP ERP and SFSF EC. 
 
All the above functionality requires an upgrade to SP22 of the PA_SE_IN 100 
Integration content. 
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Employee Central Service Centre 
By Stephen Millard, Consultant, Zalaris UK&I 
 
With the second release of 2018, SAP SuccessFactors is releasing a handful of 
notable updates for Employee Central Service Centre (ECSC). 
 

1. Data Protection and Privacy – some key info for everyone with interest in 
the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

2. Machine Learning – new functionality to automate some ticket related 
decisions.  

3. Ask HR Enhancements – some good news for global implementations and 
service agents. 

4. Responsive User Interface News – an update on the Fiori based user 
interface for Cloud for Customer. 

 
1. Data Protection and Privacy 
We begin with a confirmation that the enhancements for GDPR compliance are now 
fully in place and that there is provision for deletion of employee records.  Previously 
there was difficulty around this in that tickets had to be associated with employees 
and the tickets themselves provide an auditable record of activities that is also in 
effect a knowledge base of resolutions that can be accessed within C4C by the 
similar tickets search function. 
 
The Data Protection and Privacy work centre now provide functionality not only to 
report on employee data held within C4C but also, functionality to remove it.  An 
employee can be selected for removal and once the job runs to purge the user’s 
record, which takes a few minutes, the tickets associated with that user get assigned 
to a special dummy employee record. 
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An employee with a ticket is set for purging: 
 

 
 

 
 
Once the purge has run, the ticket is automatically updated to be assigned to the 
dummy employee record: 
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2. Machine Learning 
While the application of machine learning to C4C service is still relatively new, SAP 
is pushing hard having deployed the first aspects of Ticket Intelligence at the end of 
2017.  This functionality allowed for a base level of ticket categorisation.  With this 
latest release that is being enhanced to support multiple levels of categorisation from 
the service catalog. 
 
Also, SAP has included a Run Readiness feature that allows customers to check if 
they are in a position to run with machine learning support for particular scenarios. 
 

 
 
There are a couple of things to point out that may put a bit of a dampener on things.  
To make use of machine learning, you need to have gathered at least a year of 
tickets in your system, and you must also be using the enterprise edition of C4C1.  
Since ECSC is still relatively new for most organisations and the majority will be 
running against a professional rather than enterprise edition license, this is likely to 
be available to very few ECSC using organisations straight away. 
 
  

                                                
1 Machine Learning capabilities in SAP C4C by Srinivasa Rao Sirasapalli. 
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There is also a new Similar Tickets Recommendation driven machine learning 
function that is in beta testing with this latest release.  It is quite similar to the existing 
manual search for similar tickets, but with this function, the machine learning 
algorithm returns a subset of tickets for the service agent to review based on 
information gleaned from analysing the ticket. 
 

 
 
However, it looks like this enhancement is only available to Responsive User 
Interface (RUI) users.  More on that at the end. 
 
Overall the machine learning functionality looks to be developing nicely, and it is only 
going to get better over time.  I’m looking forward to seeing how SAP develop their 
capabilities in the future to support managers and supervisors with insights 
(predictive escalation scoring, recommended actions, estimates on time to ticket 
resolution) and in supporting employees through more natural language based 
interactions. 
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3. Ask HR Enhancements 
Ask HR has received some useful updates in this release.  For anyone considering a 
global deployment, the use of new role-based permission to determine who gets the 
Ask HR link is good to see. 
 
Before this, we deployed Ask HR as a tile for staggered global roll-outs and used 
permissions to determine who received the tile.  Now while this sounds almost 
identical the thing to note is that the tile is only available on the SuccessFactors 
home page whereas the Ask HR link is available on every SuccessFactors page.  
Therefore, this change has a significant advantage. 
 
Another improvement is the option to set ticket attachments as ‘Internal’ within C4C 
and thereby not display them within Ask HR.  This functionality is useful for those 
occasions where a service agent wants to store some reference material or private 
response with a ticket, but not make those details visible to the employee 
 
Finally, on Ask HR, it is also worth noting that Ask HR now also supports Simplified 
Chinese. 
 
4. Responsive User Interface News 
The Fiori principle designed Responsive User Interface (RUI) continues to be rapidly 
developed with the inclusion of new standard themes (Belize & Belize Dark) and 
many of the new areas of C4C functionality being available only in that user 
interface.  Unfortunately, it still simply isn’t ready for use in employee support 
scenarios such as with ECSC. 
 
I pressed SAP on this, and from the response, it looks like RUI will be fully ECSC 
compatible in the final C4C release of 2018.  It’s a real shame this is taking so long, 
but it isn’t just employee support.  Administrative activities such as page adaptation 
is also still an HTML5 interface (only) activity.  But the destination is in sight, and by 
the time it comes around, there will be so many RUI only features (past, present and 
future) to take advantage of I’m sure any lag in getting this to customers will be 
forgiven. 
 
Conclusion 
Once again GDPR stands out as a development focus for SAP and the remaining 
updates are good, but nothing is startling.  I’d hoped that this would be the promised 
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employee support compatible release for the RUI; alas it was not, but at least SAP 
has now been more forthcoming with a timeline. 
 
With GDPR behind us by the Q3 release I’m cautiously optimistic we’ll see some 
more interesting developments in the ECSC space, but I guess there could still be 
some fallout from GDPR that might occupy SAP for the summer months. 
 


